
FROM SCOUTS PERSPECTIVE WHAT IF TOM

She can now see and understand the prejudice that was shown to Tom Robinson , Because Harper Lee tells the novel
from Scouts perspective we are able to see if Scout didn't understand she could ask someone whereas if the story had .

I want to see his focus. Atticus begins teaching her the importance of looking at things from the other person's
point-of-view very early in the story. Ideas here require buy-in from all involvedâ€”the scouting department,
first-team coaches and the first-team manager himself. Her teacher is appalled that she already knows how to
read, instead of celebrating that fact. Step 5: Report and Discussion I start work on my report either as soon as
I get back to the hotel or in the airport if I'm flying straight back. The players got them at the first home stand.
When it did come to the jury to decide if Tom is guilty or not, the whole jury thought Tom was guilty even
though the evidence provided was good enough to say Tom is innocent  How would the character explain why
the men decided to leave? The best agents will recommend players based on the requirements given. She lives
in a society that resents blacks, and one judges people based on color and family history. Players can respond
differently to a mix of situationsâ€”everything from weather, location, the style of opponent and beyond can
impact how they perform. She found out that Calpurnia had educated herself and her son, when most of the
black community was uneducated. Sometimes agents send you DVDs or website links. Is he the type to run
onto balls over the top, or does he prefer to play off the defender's shoulder and time his runs into shooting
positions? Quote: "Whether Maycomb knows it or not, we're paying the highest tribute we can pay a man.
Unlike the earlier summaries that Scout uses to describe events, here the story slows to follow the trial
sentence-by-sentence. Her perception was confirmed when she learned that Robinson chose death, rather than
to continue to suffer. From what it looks like here is both of these people are getting described because of their
first appearance and impression. When the kids are attacked, that is when the two plots combine. Thus he
began to see why Boo Radley would want to stay inside his home to get away from people who harbored these
kinds of sentiments. Quote: "I wanted you to see what real courage is, instead of getting the idea that courage
is a man with a gun in his hand. The most sympathy she can muster toward a frazzled Miss Caroline is to
remark "Had her conduct been more friendly toward me, I would have felt sorry for her. Scout realized that he
was being friendly, but she had not been friendly back to him. Scout figures out what happens and realizes
who he is. We asked Neil to reveal how a player gets signed in the modern game. Is he concentrating in the
pre-match drills or is he messing about? The final decision will always lie with the manager. Scout felt sorry
for him because when she attempted to see life through his lens, she saw nothing but pain and suffering. Club
is certainly moving forward. According to her views, she died beholden to nothing and nobody. We have no
reason to believe Scout is misinterpreting events, because her descriptions of the action are straightforward
and largely visual. At this point, Scout becomes more of an observer. He points out her own failings in this
area and demonstrates his point in his own interactions with other people. Scout faces so many issues in the
duration of the novel, but one of the most lingering for her is the question of what it means to "be a lady.
Elliott Cuff CuffWrites He signs! He feels sorry for her and kindly helps her no matter what needs to be fixed.
Tom Robinson is a foil, a kind person, and also someone who went into a trial. She is bored waiting for the
rest of the class to catch up to her skill level, and she doesn't have more than a passing respect for either of the
teachers she describes in the story. Tom Robinson is a foil of Boo Radley because of how both of them were
described negatively in the book. Using the evidence provided, Tom has to try and prove that he is innocent in
this crime and should be free. Often you are sat close to other scouts, many of whom you will know, so I make
sure not to write anything that gives away who I am viewing or my thoughts on the player.


